Supplementary information
We estimated the alpha diversity of the samples with inverse Simpson diversity index and richness was used as rank-transformed number of OTUs. We considered following variables: PCR batch, sequencing batch, site, age, year, week and sex. We created repeated measures analysis of variance models for richness counts and diversity indices. For each model, we began with full model including interactions and simplified models by removing terms which we were not significant until we were left with variables with p-value < 0.05. Post hoc multiple comparisons between different groups for diversity indices were done with multiple t-tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction (Table S3) . We were not able to do similar analysis with richness as number of different weeks lead to underpowered comparisons, and thus these differences can only be explored via graphical means.
To explore the structures of communities, we calculated Yue & Clayton dissimilarity metric based on proportions of OTUs in different samples and Jaccard distance based on presence-absence data. We tested if the communities overlap using permutational manova with dissimilarity matrices taking into account the repeated sampling. We also performed analysis of multivariate homogeneity of group dispersions. As analysis of multivariate homogeneity cannot be performed with multiple variables, we divided our samples to eight groups on site, sex and year and performed pairwise post hoc comparisons. To take repeated measures into account, we sampled randomly one sample per individual for analysis with 100 iterations.
We built models by building first inclusive model and then leaving out all non-significant variables:
Initial model for microbiome richness: richness ~pcrbatch:year+age*sex*week+year*site, with name as repeated measure Final model for microbiome richness (Table S1): richness ~ age*week+site, with name as repeated measure Initial model for microbiome diversity: diversity ~pcrbatch:year+age*sex*week+year*site, with name as repeated measure Final model for microbiome diversity (Table S2): diversity~ age+year+site, with name as repeated measure Initial model for permutational multivariate analysis of dissimilarity matrices: dissimilarity matrix ~ pcrbatch:year+age*sex*week+year*site, with name as repeated measure Final model for permutational multivariate analysis of dissimilarity matrices (Table S4 and Table S5 Final model for repeated measures ANOVA on dissimilarities within-host with Jaccard metric (Table S7) 
